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Abstract—Within complex IoT ecosystems and network struc-
tures, hard to find vulnerabilities have potential to cause signifi-
cant disruption and damage. In addition, device tampering and
re-purposing can threaten business models of service providers.
The vulnerability surface area of the ecosystem ranges across the
entire system architecture, from the cloud to the IoT device. These
can be introduced at any stage of the device life-cycle, including
design, programming, manufacturing, integration, operation and
maintenance of the device. While threat modelling during the
design phase can alleviate some potential vulnerabilities, it is
more difficult or even impossible to mitigate problems for devices
already in the market. A policy-based device security model is
proposed as an approach, that can be enforced using hardware
and software security architectures.

This paper reflects on existing literature on threat modelling
and how derived security models can influence the design phase.
This contribution proposes that by using the threat modelling
to define specific use case security policies within the security
model, OEMs will be able to tailor their solution to conform to
the user’s security requirements. Platform vendors, on the other
hand, will have reduced design costs as they can offer generic
solutions for differing levels of criticality.

An example scenario is provided using an industrial PLC as the
attack target. While threat modelling can establish countermea-
sures for both the design process and policy defining, the policy
can be introduced quickly, whereas the design method approach
requires extensive modification to the system firmware.

Index Terms—Access Control, Attack trees SDLC, Secure by
design, Security Modelling, Security Policy, SELinux, STRIDE,
Threat Modelling, Trusted computing

I. INTRODUCTION

The IoT market has grown significantly, with a massive
range of IoT products available to consumers as well as enter-
prise and industry. Estimates from ARM predict that IoT will
proliferate to a trillion devices by 2035 [1]. Simultaneously,
it is well known that opportunities exist for adversaries to
take advantage of IoT devices, exposing them to a myriad of
security risks. The emergence of powerful embedded devices,
deployed within the IoT and critical infrastructure to control
critical tasks, poses new challenges for hardware providers,
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and users, who
must enable security throughout the development and usage
life-cycle, from product idea to decommission. Recent attacks
and discovered vulnerabilities have shown that existing secu-
rity mechanisms within IoT are either implemented poorly or
have not been considered. As a consequence, devices have
been found to be vulnerable in various ways, leading to

attacks affecting provision of service, privacy, integrity, loss
of sensitive information from an enterprise and even industrial
applications.

The IoT ecosystem comprises of the following components:
• Cloud: Providing data storage and overarching comput-

ing services.
• Gateway: Interfacing the edge to the cloud component.
• Edge: The end-point device containing sensors and actu-

ators
Each of these layers requires its own security considerations

and faces different threats and attacks. Meeting the diverse
security requirements of versatile IoT use-cases is also a major
challenge, in particular since third party hardware and software
components, used in devices, do not consider the end device’s
security requirements. The importance of integrating secure
design practices within the IoT product development life-cycle
is paramount for protecting against threats like counterfeiting,
privacy attacks, system compromise and damage, all of which
can cause severe reputation damage [2].

Devices may contain confidential data and control critical
components of a process within the organisation, for example,
using manufacturing data to actuate physical components on
a factory floor, which could be targeted by an attacker. In the
example of the Mirai bot-net attack [3], vulnerabilities within
different IoT end-points with common software components
were exploited to launch a distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attack against cloud infrastructure. In light of such issues,
IoT device manufacturers and OEM vendors must also now
conform to an increasingly regulated environment [4], [5]
with significant intervention and penalties where lax product
security causes risk to consumers [6].

The widely adopted approach to discovering and mitigating
security issues is to perform Application threat modelling. This
is the process of assessing application and device functionality
and identifying target components that an adversary may
target [7] [8]. The security model, typically in the form
of technical guidelines, is then used to implement technical
countermeasures to anticipated threats. Threat modelling also
complements the software development life-cycle by ensuring
security is considered from initial development until decom-
mission.

However, in practice, threat modelling can be compromised
by corporate practices such as desire to minimise time-
to-market and development costs. For example, during the



design phase, OEMs will likely integrate proprietary third
party libraries, drivers, applications and hardware platforms.
Usage of third party code is well known to be a potential
security risk [9] and vendors may refuse to make source
code and entire functionality available for security analysis to
protect their intellectual property. Code reuse [10], software
version fragmentation and enforced obsolescence [11] are
other examples of where vendor practices may compromise
consumers’ desire for entire life-cycle security. Should a
significant new threat emerge after deployment, that wasn’t
anticipated during the threat modelling phase, the OEM is par-
ticularly constrained in how they can alleviate the threat, since
the threat modelling process performed produced a security
model for the previously known threats. To address the new
threats, an entirely new security model should be produced,
which may be technically infeasible to implement. OEMs are
therefore dependent on the platform vendors’ assurances and
abilities to secure the device at hardware and likewise for
third party developers for software. Modelling and mitigation
of threats is particularly important for OEMs, since the third
party hardware and software components do not consider the
end device’s security requirements, which may vary widely
between deployments.

Section II will explore existing mechanisms for determining
and mitigating threats to IoT devices and systems during
the product life-cycle. Section III will then observe related
work, consisting of studies and applications of threat and
security modelling within IoT and relevant environments.
We will then present our proposed policy-based approach in
Section III, followed by a realistic implementation scenario
in Section Vto compare with the common guideline based
approach. Section VI will wrap up the findings and propose
future work in the area.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Security within the Product Development Lifecycle

Microsoft’s Security Development Life-cycle [12] details
high level goals for achieving security. While these goals are
designed for software development, they are relevant to IoT
development. In particular, the secure by design and secure
by default goals define the need to perform threat modelling.
Threat models are commonly used to assist in determining the
valuable assets of the system and possible attack scenarios that
may occur. From this, a derived security model can provide
guidelines for developers within the design process to secure
the system’s assets and circumvent the recognised threats.

To achieve secured design, the structure should be ap-
proached from a wholistic perspective, before separating into
the components and looking at the attacker’s perspective of
accessing the system.

1) System based: By analysing the system from a holis-
tic perspective, application and data flows can detail where
vulnerabilities may lie or identify attack points. Data flow
diagrams are useful high level tools for verifying design and
production differences. Detailed data flow diagrams can also
be used to identify trust boundaries and data flow issues [13].

2) Asset based: Identifying valuable, sensitive assets allows
for prioritising protection measures. Attack tress, defined from
the system perspective, can locate paths to the target asset.

3) Attack based: By studying the attacker’s goals and
methodologies, prioritisation of target areas and severity of
attacks can be considered for mitigations.

Kohnfelder et al. [14] developed the attack based STRIDE
and DREAD concepts of threat modelling at Microsoft. This
work was an important milestone, differentiating between ad-
hoc mitigations within the design and a formally produced
threat analysis. Focusing on attack scenarios, STRIDE consid-
ers threat domains that attack consequences may fall under;
Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure,
Denial of service and Elevation of privilege. The DREAD
concept attempts to quantify the threats in terms of factors
like criticality and likelihood of occurrence. The acronym
represents the terms Damage potential, Reproducability,
Exploitability, Affected users and Discoverability.

B. Defining the Security Model

Fig.1 details the secure development and flow used for
Application threat modelling to identify threats and define the
security model.

As recognised by [15], threat modelling is largely a theoret-
ical analysis task, dependent on human insights to identify and
consider threat. In the traditional approach, a unique security
model comprises in the form of system security requirements,
which is derived from considered threats. It is then used to
define the security architecture of the device, potentially for
the entire life-cycle of the device. The security of the device
or application is dependent on its enforced security model,
which is the end-product of threat modelling. With risk of new
threat and vulnerability discovery at any part of the device, this
approach is not satisfactory. A change to the security model,
based on a newly discovered threat, would require redesigning
the system. In an optimistic scenario, this could be achieved
with a software update. However, lower level changes, such as
to hardware operation, are likely impossible to achieve once
the device has been deployed.

C. Additional Techniques and Methodologies

Attack trees, defined by [16], [17] offer an alternative
modelling approach, using an end goal perspective, from
which the steps to achieve this are established. Each of these
steps is represented by a leaf node, along with its subjective
cost. Multiple or alternative prerequisites for tasks can be
labelled using AND or OR nodes. While independent and
more simplified than formal threat modelling methods such as
STRIDE, attack trees may be considered a useful component
of the threat modelling process, as they can establish and
quantify, to an extent, likelihood of attack route, based on
attacker cost.

In terms of implementation of policy within IT systems,
the US government has applied focus to Mandatory Access
Control (MAC) and Discretionary Access Control [18] [19],



Fig. 1. The security model flow, from risk identification, modelled into threats and used to derive security model, for design level implementation.

culminating with the release of the open source Security En-
hanced Linux (SELinux) platform, developed by the National
Security Agency (NSA) [20]. SELinux is used to enforce
access control policies within the operating system, enforcing
the Principle of least privilege [21], confining user capability
and separating processes to limit damage in case a breach
occurs.

The concept of applying access control policy has further
been explored within hardware. Siddiqui et al. [22] detailed
a pro-active, policy based hardware enforcement mechanism
known as a Security Policy Engine. This hardware based
approach offers independent monitoring of transactions on
the system communication bus, providing an additional layer
of security that can protect the device when, for example,
software based protections have been bypassed or compro-
mised. Upon detection of a breach in the system, the Security
Response Engine can take proactive countermeasures, such as
deletion of secret data or disabling the device.

ARM [8] has developed a set of security models and
specifications known as the Platform Security Architecture
(PSA). This work aims to simplify and enhance the security
evaluation process for IoT devices, making the development
process more cost efficient and secure. The requirements
to meet PSA’s objectives are documented at a high level,
applicable to developers within the entire ecosystem. The
PSA is used as a guideline, documenting steps to create a
threat model to define security objectives. From here security
function requirements can be generated to counter threats. The
PSA is platform agnostic, and also takes into consideration
IoT applications where a full Trusted Execution Environment
(TEE) is too large for the device.

III. RELATED-WORK

This section will survey existing implementations of secu-
rity modelling.

Dorsemaine et al. [23] performed a threat analysis of
attacks against a range of connected IoT thermostats, based on
different characteristics of the devices and their interfaces. This
work placed importance on considerations for interconnected-
ness of devices, where a device may be trusted by another
device with a different security requirements.

Amthor [24] produced a uniform formal framework, capable
of being adapted to different application domains. This work
considered existing security analysis methods and their lack
of adaptiveness to different application domains. Their work
was demonstrated using an SELinux implementation.

Within cyber physical systems domain, Khan et al. [25]
demonstrated the application of STRIDE to cyber physical
systems. Although designed for software systems, STRIDE
was found to be lightweight but an effective method for
categorising recognised threats to the defined cyber physical
system. Friedberg et al. [26] further described the combination
of safety and security threat models within cyber physical
systems, known as STPA-SafeSec. This work highlights de-
pendencies between security vulnerabilities and system safety.

Saini et al. [27] used the concept of attack trees for threat
modelling of attack scenarios against a web proxy service.
This provided a qualatitive, practical approach to dealing
with security risks, allowing analysts to make better informed
choices when mitigating potential vulnerabilities.

Tan et al. [28] presented a decentralised system-level
security approach, using resource isolation as the security
foundation of the embedded architecture. Resource isolation



is defined in the form of access control policies classified into
base, owner and shared permissions.

IV. POLICY BASED SECURITY MODELLING APPROACH

The flow diagram in Fig. 1 shows a typical example of pro-
cesses used to derive, design and implement security models,
typically used in the product design phase. The requirements
phase consists of documenting security requirements relevant
to the use case and identifying assets within the system, such
as secret data, along with scenarios where these assets may be
threatened. High level mitigations can be defined that would
limit or prevent capability of realising the threat.

The design and development phase applies the requirements
information to the design process. This phase technically as-
sesses the threats, identifying the assets involved and confirm-
ing their security relevance. Identification of trust boundaries,
data flows and entry points further scopes the application of
the security model to the end product. Use of threat rating
methods like STRIDE and quantifying methods like DREAD
are used to establish the impact of each identified threat
and its consequence on the device’s security, which enables
prioritisation of the threat and creation of countermeasures. In
addition, attack trees at this stage can demonstrate potential
attack paths that may be used, which can greatly assist the
identification of components requiring additional protections.

The traditional approach at this stage is to define technical
guidelines, which can then be used within the implementation
phase. These guidelines direct developers when navigating
security sensitive areas of the device. However, issues are
likely to occur where the implementer has less control over
certain aspects, such as third-party IP hardware blocks and
software. Since the OEM has less influence over the design
process for these components, they are constrained in terms
of how they mitigate potential vulnerabilities.

A. Proposed security modelling approach

Our contribution to this area is to propose a policy based
security model that can be tailored to the user’s security needs,
to provide a flexible security model that is easily manageable
and adaptable during the device life-cycle. The enforcement
of the policies can be carried out by an operating system
component, such as SELinux, or by an external hardware
based entity such as the Security Policy Engine. In the event
of attempted re-purposing or exploit against the device, an
additional layer of hardware-based security mechanisms and
the deployed mitigations can protect the device. The policy
enforcement engine comprises of the following features:

• Hardware: Monitoring system-level communication be-
tween data and memory peripherals, enforcing the defined
security policies for each slave.

• Software: Checking application permission boundaries
and identifying anomalous behaviour.

By utilising policies to enforce these requirements, the
OEM does not have to rely on third party vendors’ security
assurances. The enforcement of policies, derived from threat
modelling of the system, assets and attack scenarios, can

ensure that the device operates as intended by the OEM. In
addition, development costs may be lowered for the hardware
vendor if a generic platform can be distributed to multiple
users, who can derive their own security policies based on the
desired security requirements, using the familiar Application
Threat Modelling approach presented in Fig. 1 and enforce
them on the device. Finally, should the security requirements
of the device change after production, for example, a new
feature is activated on the device or a new vulnerability is
discovered, the OEM can distribute a policy definition update.
For this approach to work, the vendor will be required to
integrate a policy enforcement mechanism, such as SELinux
or as proposed by other research.

V. APPLICATION USE-CASE: INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
SYSTEM

This example scenario considers a typical, IEC 61131-3
compliant Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), that has
been connected to a organisation’s internal manufacturing
network, from which it is used to control an industrial process.

A PLC has been chosen to apply this vulnerability scenario
due to its versatility in function and generic nature. A PLC can
be used to control a wide range of different purposes within
industrial control systems, including having complete control
over a process and being isolated from other parts of the
network, or, more commonly, being used within a Distributed
Control System with connectivity to the management network
as shown in Fig. 2. PLCs typically maintain connectivity
through Ethernet or serial devices, allowing interaction with
a vast range of industrial hardware as well as standard net-
working connectivity. Each of these connectivity scenarios
faces different security challenges [29]. A threat model will
be created, using the supplied criteria, with consideration to
both the infrastructure surrounding the PLC, as well as within
the PLC itself.

A. Device attack scenario
The attacker can view the PLC from a variety of perspec-

tives. The PLC itself may contain valuable information, such
as proprietary information on processes. It’s connection to
valuable hardware, such physical actuators, yields is a high
value target. Alternatively, the PLC’s generic nature may also
yield the device as a platform for an attacker to use to attack
other parts of the network. Being in a critical location, the
device will likely have access to other critical control processes
apart from those directly connected, as detailed in Fig. 2.
There may be further circumstances where the PLC is not
directly compromised, but carries data and commands issued
from a compromised device. Finally, the PLC, particularly
in conditions where internet access is available, may be
compromised by a generic malware threat, causing the PLC
to become part of a botnet to launch attacks such as DDoS,
as was the case with the Mirai bot-net.

B. Device attack surface
The following are classified in to three categories as listed

in Table. I:



Fig. 2. A typical industrial network showing different levels of operation,
with connectivity to industrial endpoints, and back to the corporate network.

1) Device centric attacks: These consider where the PLC
itself is directly targeted in order to compromise PLC
components or its directly connected controller or actu-
ators.

2) Proxied Device attack: This is where a PLC vulnerability
is exploited, but where the target device or data is not
directly connected. Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)
and automated bots are examples of attacks.

3) Device passive attacks: These consider where the PLC is
neither the target, nor the attacked device, but is directly
involved in the attack process by handling information
between the attacker and target.

C. Threat Analysis and Security Modelling

Three different attack categories are considered. For each
category an analysis will be performed based on the flow
diagram, with attack scenarios considered using STRIDE and
quantified using DREAD. Table I shows the results of this
process. This paper will go through the process of identifying
appropriate policy based mitigations for one of these attack
scenarios.

D. PLC centric attack

This example considers a multi-staged attack, where an
adversary, with physical access to the device, puts the device
into a failsafe mode to flash a signed, but vulnerable older
firmware image through a diagnostic port. The device is
already in deployment.

1) Risk Assessment: The inclusion of diagnostic ports on
generic industrial devices is expected for customers wishing
to diagnose faults. Legitimate reasons exist to permit firmware
update through this method, such as where the device is

Fig. 3. Attack tree detailing possible steps for achieving unauthorised root
access by combining a web exploit with a vulnerable firmware version
downgrade.

standalone without network connectivity. The use of crypto-
graphic signatures means that only authorised firmware can be
used, but use of different firmwares used between customers
and downgrade for compatibility reasons means firmware
revocation has not been implemented. The mitigations in this
case are to require physical access to the device and a signed
firmware image only.

2) Threat Modelling: The overall target asset in this case
is the firmware and operating system, as listed in I, which
can be compromised when exploiting a vulnerability in an
older firmware version. Within this attack there are two stages,
detailed as follows;

1) Firmware downgrade via UART: Failsafe boot mecha-
nism triggered within the bootloader software environ-
ment allows.

2) Vulnerable application exploit via network: Unautho-
rised device access gained after network based compro-
mise of old firmware version.

The attack tree detailed in Fig. 3 details potential steps
the attacker may take to achieve the respective goals of
downgrading the PLC firmware and obtaining root access to
the device. Within a full threat model, the attack tree may be
extended to fully evaluate all methods to achieve the root node,



TABLE I
STRIDE AND DREAD ANALYSIS OF MODELED SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE ATTACKS AGAINST INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEM.

Class. Target System Target Asset Detect. STRIDE* DREAD (Avg.)
Firmware Storage Use of fail-safe method to downgrade to vulnerable firmware version H STRDE 9,5,1,8,5 (5.6)

Embedded application exploit to gain unauthorised access S/H TID 7,8,7,8,9 (7.8)
Network Peripheral DOS Attack to exhaust network connectivity S/H TID 5,7,9,7,9 (7.4)

Device Malware interaction with TCP/IP offload to corrupt packets S/H TD 8,3,2,7,2 (4.4)
Centric Memory Exfiltration of memory contents over network S/H TRID 6,2,2,8,3 (4.2)

Physical Casing Removal of casing, side channel CPU attacks and probing of components H TRID 9,4,1,8,1 (4.6)
Programmable Storage Exfiltration of process application over network S/H TRID 8,4,2,8,2 (4.8)
Serial Peripherals DOS attack against industrial process S/H TID 6,5,5,6,7 (5.8)

Injection of faulty data to corrupt industrial process H TID 9,4,3,8,4 (5.6)
Device Corporate Network APT malware installed after remote access exploit to find S/H IE 9,1,2,9,6 (5.4)
Proxied and exfiltrate corporate data from network.

Remote Host Botnet style DOS attack against remote host S/H D 5,6,7,4,5 (5.4)
Device Passive Industrial Process Active probing of sensors/actuators to reverse engineer process S/H STI 8,2,5,8,6 (5.8)

STRIDE: S=Spoofing ; T=Tampering ; R=Repudiation ; I=Information Disclosure ; D=Denial of service ; E=Elevation of Privilege.
DREAD: D=Damage ; R=Reproducibility ; E=Exploitability ; A=Affected Users ; D=Discoverability.
Detect: S=Software level detection ; H=Hardware level detection.
* STRIDE features present.

that is the adversary’s goal. The aim of the attack tree defining
process is to establish plausible routes an adversary may take,
calculating the cost and complexity at each step. Used in
conjunction with STRIDE, attack trees may strengthen the
modelling process, leading to a more robust security model.

For the installation procedure the application boundaries are
between the physical entry point (UART port), the bootloader
and the firmware upgrade procedure. For the network exploit,
the application boundaries are the network interface, the oper-
ating system (network driver) and the vulnerable application.
To evaluate the attack’s potential to damage the overall system,
STRIDE based threat identification of the problem locates the
possible threats.

• Spoofing: Although possible, this is outside attack scope.
• Tampering: Tampering with device firmware and process

data.
• Repudiation: Log deletion not within scope of the attack.
• Information Disclosure: Sensitive process information

will be disclosed to attacker.
• Denial of Service: Attack aim is to compromise running

service but not disrupt.
• Elevation of Privilege: Root access is achieved after

vulnerability exploit.
DREAD scoring of the identified threats considers the

severity of a successful exploit that can damage the system.
• Damage: 8 - Damage to costly industrial process likely.
• Reproducability: 6 - Requires physical access to device

and correct tools to install.
• Exploitability: 6 - Multi-step attack process using physi-

cal access and network access.
• Affected users: 8 - Process may be halted or disrupted.

Downtime may severely affect users.
• Discoverability: 5 - Knowledge of the vulnerability re-

quires research of the device, firmware, and applications.

E. Determining Countermeasures

Having performed the risk assessment and threat modelling
phase as detailed in Fig. 1, the final stage is to define the
security model that can be used to defend against the attack.

This section will compare the normal approach to our proposed
policy-based approach.

1) Guideline based security model: The traditional ap-
proach to this problem involves generating guidelines to realise
and enforce security model during development, which pro-
vides security only to attacks covered during the development
phase. Considering that the device is already deployed, the
OEM is limited in how it can create robust countermeasures to
prevent the attack. The manufacture will be limited to issuing
a software update, usage guidelines, or using the information
for refining a future product. Based on this information, the
following are example guidelines for consideration, that could
be used in this case;

• Hardware Development: Consider case for UART dis-
abling in future firmware.

• Software Development: Implement and enable firmware
revocation in future firmware.

• Software Development: Authenticate bootloader with log-
ging capability.

• Usage Guideline: Allow only trusted personnel access to
device and keep records.

• Usage Guideline: Ensure firewalling and Intrusion Detec-
tion System rule to detect network attack against PLC.

In the case of the technical guideline, removal of the UART
and introduction of firmware revocation versions may cause
additional problems for other users who require diagnostics or
have stringent software version requirements. A configurable
bootloader with an authentication process would require a
more difficult update process and would require specifying
guidelines for password management by the customer and
organisation. Any failsafe password mechanisms may further
be compromised in the future.

2) Proposed policy based security model: The proposed
policy-based security model approach derives policies which
can be managed and modified to deploy different counter-
measures to curtail existing or future threats. Since the attack
scenario is multiphased (firmware downgrade followed by vul-
nerability exploit), countermeasures addressing either of these
points will thwart the attack. This is particularly important as



Fig. 4. PLC Architecture detailing location of policy enforcement engine

the two phases are distinct and unrelated, from a functionality
context. The policies that could be implemented are as follows:

1) Monitoring UART firmware update: By monitoring the
UART peripheral and firmware’s flash memory storage
for write attempts, the unauthorised firmware update
process can be blocked at hardware level. Other debug-
ging activity would remains permitted.

2) Enforcing access control policies using SELinux: An
application control policy in SELinux could detect ex-
ploitation and attempted access to unauthorised areas by
the application. At hardware level, the application’s ac-
cess to memory regions outside of those authorised could
be detected. The network based exploit and subsequent
control of the system would trigger behavioural based
policies in this case.

Both attack phases may be handled separately prevented
through use of policies, determined from the scenario and
threat modelling. Our proposed approach provides an addi-
tional layer of security that can mitigate the existing vulnera-
bilities, without requiring redesigning the system architecture.
The OEM, in this case, could devise the policy update, which
could be applied without affecting the operating system or
core functionality of the device. Fig. 4 demonstrates the
PLC architecture with the potential location of the policy
enforcement engine.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper’s contribution has been to present the current
problems in existing approaches to device security modelling,
in that they are restricted to influencing design and devel-
opment stage and not after deployment, when changes to the
device are more difficult to implement. This paper has explored
the possibility of directly deriving and applying policies from
threat analysis. This is particularly useful where the hardware
vendor wishes to lower costs and provide a generic platform
for multiple use cases, and where a flaw has been found in
a device is already released in the market that could not be
rectified without redesign.

This contribution has walked through a realistic use case
that shows how the application of policies can mitigate security
flaws, with the alternative solution being a complex upgrade
procedure that customers may be unwilling to perform. In ad-
dition, the threat modelling process has been stepped through,

detailing a workable process that can generate a usable tech-
nical policy to protect an asset from potential threats.

This work aims to complement both existing work into
threat models along with security modelling applications in
software and hardware. The next phase of this research is
to further refine the approach of deriving a technical policy
security model from a high level security problem. This may
involve a combination of existing threat analysis methodolo-
gies. Additionally,a low level implementation of the proposed
approach into a generic hardware platform will be performed
to evaluate its effectiveness for systems with differing critical-
ity.
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